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OPERATIONS

BUSINESS

Can captains and managers coexist harmoniously?

Horizon Yachts
founder & CEO
John Lu

FLEET

The Mediterranean Berthing Report

“We are rare in this industry in that we
sell pretty well in Europe and now also in
the US, and we have the biggest market
share in our size bracket in Japan and
Australia.”

Global fleet vs number of berths in the Mediterranean
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IYBA vs MYBA
TSR invites a lawyer to compare and
contrast the clauses of the industry’s two
pre-eminent sales contracts, and their
impact on buyers and sellers.
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Why have trimarans
managed to capture
the imagination, but
failed to gain traction
as viable projects?

60m+

OWNER

“That’s boating.
These things happen,
and if you don’t like it,
get out of it.”

TECHNOLOGY

Intelligent design
TSR envisions the superyacht technology
of the future, which is in evidence today
on board Sir Ben Ainslie’s catamaran,
as it makes its assault on the America’s Cup.

Tim Thomas

A candid interview
with John Lu,
founder and CEO
of Horizon Yachts

John Lu
High-quality components, state-of-the-art
construction process management systems and a
willingness to build for the now rather than dwell
on DNA has ensured Horizon Yachts continues
to enjoy a solid global presence. Founder and
CEO John Lu reflects on both the positives and
negatives of that ‘Made in Taiwan’ moniker on
board his latest launch in Kaohsiung.

AN INTERVIEW BY TIM THOMAS

Founded in 1987, the Horizon Yachts
shipyard began life as one of nearly
100 Taiwanese yards typically building
yachts for OEMs or being sold under
various brand names. However, under
founder and CEO John Lu’s guidance
and through his vision, the Horizon
brand has emerged as a key player in
the small to medium-sized semi- and
fully custom superyacht bracket.
With a series of highly successful
models, and having weathered both
global political and financial crises,
Horizon is celebrating its 30th
anniversary this year with a strong
order book and a solid business plan
to deliver innovative yacht models
built to high levels of quality, to invest
in facilities, processes and build
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technologies, and to maintain a global
market share. “We focus on people
who have experience and know about
boats,” says Lu. “One of the strengths
we have is that we can build very
unique boats for individuals and they
are the people who know what a real
boat should be – I would say that is our
core client.”
It is testament to Lu’s determination
to create a sustainable business model
while delivering boats that people
want to buy that Horizon was quick to
recover from the financial meltdown of
2008. As I interview him sitting aboard
the latest 120RPH yacht to be finished
(on spec, as it happens), it is clear the
pride he has in both the finished yacht
and the workforce that has created it.
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I think uncertainty is a bigger killer
than a bad economy because in
a bad economy there are still the
same number of UHNWIs – but
why won’t they buy?

How has Horizon Yachts changed
over the three decades since you
founded it?
When we started in 1987, the
company’s mission was focused just
on manufacturing – we tried to finish
orders from dealers and OEMs. Thirty
years ago, 90 per cent of the Taiwanese
builders – there were nearly 100 of them
then – were focused on the US market.
But within three years, an exchange-rate
crisis caused effectively a 40 per cent
price increase for Taiwanese boats in
the US and that was a deal-killer. Within
five years, more than half the Taiwanese
builders had disappeared. So I decided
we should look for other markets, and
that’s how we changed. We chose Europe
as one of the target markets and that made
us different from the others. We sourced
European designers for our boats, but we
never thought we would compete with
the likes of Sunseeker, Princess, Azimut
or Ferretti. We were still under the brand
name of some European companies and
dealers, but over the following decade
we started using our own name and
invested in branding power. It gradually
built year after year, and we were lucky
because we developed a couple of models
that proved very successful. We learnt
a lot and developed bigger and bigger
models, and by the start of our third
decade we began to think about how we
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should develop a model with good valueadded – thinking more about the value
of the boat and not just the price, something we had done for the first 20 years.
Were you tempted to follow the trend
of moving to China to take advantage
of cheaper labour rates?
Being cheap is not good in the long
run due to the intense competition.
In this business, it’s not just about low
labour rates; you always have to think
how you can satisfy the customer and
make them appreciate the value for the
money. I think I made the right decision
by staying in Taiwan despite the thencheaper labour rates in China, and along
with that I invested so much to enhance
our core competence, design and R&D,
invested in our computer system and,
most importantly, continued to invest in
our branding.
What are your views on the current
state of the market?
The global market is still quite gloomy, I
would say, and I believe it’s still not very
clear for everyone in this business. But I
am quite optimistic because the product
range we are building now is still popular,
more people recognise us, our branding
power is stronger than ever before, and
people realise that we are very capable of
creating tailor-made boats.

Where is your current market?
I am always looking for a global market.
For European builders – Azimut and
Ferretti, for example – Europe is still
their main market, and US builders such
as Hatteras or Viking sell mainly in the
US. We are rare in this industry in that
we sell pretty well in Europe and now
also in the US, and we have the biggest
market share in our size bracket in Japan
and Australia. My goal is that 90 per cent
of our business should be split between
Europe, the US, Asia and Australia –
this is my goal and that would put us
in a safe scenario because I know that
the economy can’t always be good for
everybody, but also it won’t always be
bad for everybody.
What about the future state of the
market?
I think in five to 10 years’ time Europe
should come back – it’s moving a little
now but it’s been slow for so long.
America will be hot for the next few years,
and Japan and Australia are another big
market. My personal observation is that
the rich men are still rich, and the people
who can afford a yacht can still afford a
yacht, no matter what happens or which
governments change. I think uncertainty
is a bigger killer than a bad economy
because in a bad economy there are still
the same number of UHNWIs – but why
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won’t they buy? Because they are not
sure what is going to happen. They are
so smart, and they just want to see what
is going to happen next then they will
decide. It happened like that in the US.

or I could finish the builds and put
them on the market. I decided to finish
them because we could draw on a lot of
experience and knowledge to make the
right judgements.

So in your view, a geographic market
returning is not just an indicator of
stability, but of the UHNWIs in the
know saying, “It’s going to be stable
for the next five to 10 years”?
Right, I think that’s really the key to
my observation. We still sell boats
with people doing finance, and a lot
of Americans will buy when they can
borrow money from the bank – they
can afford it or not afford it not because
they do or don’t have enough money,
but because they can borrow. They
finance because they can predict in
the next five to 10 years, the situation
and the economy will be like this, and
their business will happen like that, and
they are so sure that they say “OK, I can
spend that”.

Was that not a risky strategy at the
time?
Yes. You have no money coming in and
you put more money into unfinished
products. But that’s the kind of gamble
you’ve got to take. At that time, we were
employing more than 1,000 people, so
when people say it was a financial cliff
I really believe that. It’s a big decision –
should you lay off all the people or scale
down the size of the yard? I had four
factories at the time, and I still have four
factories now. But I think I made a very
important decision, and I decided to
preserve my strengths because I knew if
I let it go after 20 years of building it up,
and then the market came back, there
would be no chance I could build up
those strengths again – it would take too
long and would probably be gone forever.
So I decided to take the risk.

How about the 2008 crisis?
We were facing a big problem because
all the owners stopped coming in and
some of the orders under construction
were cancelled. So, suddenly, we had
a handful of stock boats and I had to
decide what to do with them – either I
could wait for the new buyers to come

How did you finance finishing the
stock boats?
We have a very rich shareholder
background so we were financially very
sound at that time. Actually, when the
crisis happened, we didn’t lose much
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Above: Horizon RPH120

financially from the stopped orders
because we had deposits against all the
cancelled orders – we just had so many
boats in hand and no income. Of course,
we had to borrow some money from the
bank, but if you don’t do that to finish the
boats they are worth nothing. Luckily,
we have a few clients and old clients
who supported us, and it is so important
that you keep those relationships right
because without those clients you can’t
survive. The other thing, apart from
client relationships, that you really have
to focus on is your core competence.
What other lessons did you learn
from 2008?
From when we started the business
we grew continually for 20 years, so I
learnt a good lesson, which is that you
cannot always predict that business
will only go up. It’s also why I spread
the risk across different markets, but
in 2008, every market was frozen, and
that hadn’t ever happened before.
So sometimes you can’t trust past
experience. In 2007, nobody could see
that the market was going to be dead
globally and not just in one geographic
area. You have to make sure you play
the game and have enough bullets –
we call them bullets, but actually it’s
money – to fight for the game.
How is Horizon financially at the
moment and what are your plans in
terms of financing in the future?
We have a good name in Taiwan, and the
financial system here is pretty strong. We
also have lots of extremely solid assets
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for the banks, so our available credit
is very high. If we want to we have no
problem supplying contingency for spec
boats, and that’s rare – I think very few
shipyards globally can do this. Some
of the famous shipyards closed their
gates because they invested too big and
beyond their control, and I would try
to avoid that – whatever I invest for the
megayachts or the smaller boats or for
10 inventory boats or whatever, I can
take that. I don’t over-extend, I don’t
have to worry and I can still sleep well.
Also, I think many shipyards don’t know
how to estimate costs because some of
the quotations from my competitors,
including European yards, show me
how cheap they are. I know from the
[computerised build tracking system]
we have that it is impossible to build this
kind of boat for that price, and maybe
they get to 80 per cent constructed and
then there’s trouble. It makes a beautiful
cover story saying how the owner has a
real interest, they love the boat so they
take over the shipyard but it’s not true.
The owner has no choice but to step
in and it’s always down to financial
problems.
What are your short- and long-term
business plans for Horizon?
In the short term, I have to make very
solid foundations for my company, which
is what I’m doing now, and I can feel
that I’m getting stronger and stronger
after the [2008] crisis especially. In the
longer term, I will continue to invest in
research and development, branding
and customer relations. Enhancing our

core competence would also be one of
the main things, and that covers many
elements.
For the range, I think I will focus on
products between 20m and 40m because
that’s where our greatest strengths lie,
and from this range of boats we are very
competitive. We have proven already that
we can offer something unique to clients.
On the design side, I have a differing
opinion from other shipyards. Some
people think that a yard should have its
own DNA and that people should be able
to recognise certain styling cues, but I
don’t think that’s the right philosophy.
In my opinion, all owners care about
is how you can satisfy their needs, so
with this philosophy I would develop
models that suit the market and I would
watch the trends. Design shouldn’t be
fixed because times will change and
people’s habits and requirements will be
different. You can see at the moment we
have modern smaller boats, explorers,
very elegant European-style megayachts
– we can build all kinds of boats here.
You offer a fair degree of customisation on all your boats – how far does
that extend?
I think you’ve got to be smart enough to
guide clients the right way – if you say
they can do whatever they want I think
you lose your expertise. It’s about telling
the customer you will satisfy their needs,
then asking them how they will use the
boat, how many people they will have
on board, how many rooms and spaces
they will need, then coming up with a
proposal. So we offer almost 100 per cent
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customisation but you need to play an
important role to guide the customer in
the right direction. You should not just
let them tell you whatever they want,
otherwise you will always end up with
a disaster. In many ways we are like
Feadship, but on a smaller scale.
Do you think the ‘Made in Taiwan’
label is negative or positive?
I must admit that in the global consumer
market it is not always a plus, although in
some industries we are recognised as the
best – bicycles, for example. But if I have
the chance, then I show people the true
facts about Horizon – is our quality any
less than European boats? No. But also
the components we use are the very best
from all over the world, from the lighting
to the fabrics to the engineering systems
and components.

It’s a big decision
– should you lay
off all the people
or scale down the
size of the yard?

With the US being a key market for
you, what effect will Trump’s election
and, in particular, his policies
towards China and Taiwan have on
Horizon?
I think Trump’s election is a plus rather
than a minus, and having spoken with
a lot of clients at Fort Lauderdale last
year, just before the election, a lot of
them were supporting Trump. I think
people were tired of the usual political
lines and wanted something real. Trump
is a businessman and I think other
businessmen understand his talking.
We are signing contracts with American
clients, so, in other words, they are no
longer afraid of uncertainties. As for his
policies towards China, only time will tell
but I am very curious.
Was his rhetoric aimed at playing off
Taiwan against China?
Could be! The tension between China
and Taiwan is always there, but it’s
what we call surface tension – there’s
no stream underneath. For example, in
reality there are more than 1.5 million
Taiwanese living in China. From the
outside, when you look at the news you
might think the ‘tension’ is a really big
story, but actually it’s not.
How do you see Horizon on the
superyachting world stage?
How many shipyards can say, like we
can, that they have not had a change of
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ownership since being founded? I know
so many famous yards that are actually
owned by a bank or investors. My big
commitment to the industry, and the
kind of spirit I spread to our employees,
is that everyone has to have commitment
to the company, the product and the
industry. I am the person who constructs
the stage, and I have so many nice people
who really can play well on this stage –
I think I do that very well. And after the
2008 crisis there’s something else I learnt,
which is you should have confidence
that you are building good-quality boats.
Every time I look at our boats I say there’s
no reason they couldn’t sell – and they do
sell.
Also, we keep investing in advanced
or unique technology. We were the first
ones in Taiwan to do vacuum infusion,
some 15 years ago. We are also investing
in non-destructive testing, and there
are very few yards that can do that.
Using X-rays and ultrasound, we can
show clients that there are no voids or
cracks in the lamination, and we keep
a record of test results for every hull
and component made. We also adapted
the latest engineering management
systems and wrote our own software
to track every single element of each
build, which means we can guarantee
that every delivery will be on time and
all the client’s requests will be under
control. It is a big system, built from
scratch, and we are not afraid of our
competitors understanding we use this
system because it took a very long time
to establish it.
What else have you seen change over
the past three decades?
The one thing that has changed is that
the younger the generation, the less
patient they are, so we have had to
change our business model somewhat.
We take orders for custom boats but we
also use our experience and judgement
on what sort of product should be good
for the market, and we dare to invest in
that product and take it to market for
those with less patience. It works – since
the 2008 crisis we have already sold
almost 30 boats averaging between 24m
and 30m. And we believe that nearly
all the 800 boats we have delivered in
the past 30 years are still floating and
operational. I think that says a lot. TT
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